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S U M M A R Y
Integral superposition of Gaussian beams is a useful generalization of the standard ray theory. It
removes some of the deficiencies of the ray theory like its failure to describe properly behaviour
of waves in caustic regions. It also leads to a more efficient computation of seismic wavefields
since it does not require the time-consuming two-point ray tracing. We present the formula for
a high-frequency elementary Green function expressed in terms of the integral superposition
of Gaussian beams for inhomogeneous, isotropic or anisotropic, layered structures, based on
the dynamic ray tracing (DRT) in Cartesian coordinates. For the evaluation of the superposition
formula, it is sufficient to solve the DRT in Cartesian coordinates just for the point-source initial
conditions. Moreover, instead of seeking 3 × 3 paraxial matrices in Cartesian coordinates, it is
sufficient to seek just 3 × 2 parts of these matrices. The presented formulae can be used for the
computation of the elementary Green function corresponding to an arbitrary direct, multiply
reflected/transmitted, unconverted or converted, independently propagating elementary wave
of any of the three modes, P, S1 and S2. Receivers distributed along or in a vicinity of a
target surface may be situated at an arbitrary part of the medium, including ray-theory shadow
regions. The elementary Green function formula can be used as a basis for the computation of
wavefields generated by various types of point sources (explosive, moment tensor).
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The method of integral superposition of Gaussian beams, correctly
called paraxial Gaussian beams in order to distinguish them from
exact Gaussian beams, is a powerful extension of the ray method. It
removes several problems, which complicate applications of the ray
method. The most important is the regular behaviour of wavefields
evaluated by the superposition of Gaussian beams at caustics and
their vicinities, where the ray method fails. The integral superpo-
sition of Gaussian beams does not provide entirely correct values
in ray-theory shadow regions, but it guarantees a smooth transition
from the illuminated to shadow region. This is in contrast with the
ray method, which yields abrupt changes of the wavefield in this
region. Computations of seismic wavefields based on the superpo-
sition of Gaussian beams do not require time-consuming two-point
ray tracing, which is a basic part of every ray tracing code. The
integral superposition of Gaussian beams can be evaluated at any
point of the medium, including points in ray-theory shadow regions,
without necessity to trace rays to these points.

The Gaussian beams are approximate, complex-valued solutions
of the elastodynamic equation concentrated close to rays of seismic

body waves. Thus, their traveltimes and amplitudes can be approxi-
mately evaluated not only along rays, as in the standard ray method,
but also in their vicinities. Their frequency-dependent amplitudes
decrease exponentially with the square of the distance from the ray
in any plane intersecting the ray. This behaviour is a consequence
of the use of the complex-valued matrix of spatial second-order
derivatives of traveltime in the Taylor expansion of traveltime up to
quadratic terms.

In this paper, we pay attention to the integral superposition of
Gaussian beams, not to individual Gaussian beams. There is an ex-
tensive literature devoted to individual Gaussian beams propagat-
ing in inhomogeneous acoustic, isotropic or anisotropic media. For
references, see, for example, Červený & Pšenčı́k (1983), Hanyga
(1986), Červený (2001), Bleistein (2007), Kravtsov & Berczynski
(2007), Červený & Pšenčı́k (2010) or Protasov (2015). The ref-
erences to integral superposition (summation) of Gaussian beams
are mostly devoted to acoustic or elastic isotropic inhomogeneous
media, see Babich & Popov (1981), Červený et al. (1982), Popov
(1982), Nowack & Aki (1984), Klimeš (1984), Červený (1985),
George et al. (1987), White et al. (1987), Weber (1988), Červený
et al. (2007), Vinje et al. (2008), and others. Explicit references
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to integral superposition of Gaussian beams in inhomogeneous
anisotropic media are difficult to find. Supperposition of Gaus-
sian beams propagating in inhomogeneous isotropic and anisotropic
media has been used in migration in seismic exploration, see, for
example, Hill (1990, 2001), Alkhalifah (1995), Gray (2005), Zhu
et al. (2007), Popov et al. (2010), Vinje et al. (2008), Gray &
Bleistein (2009), Bleistein & Gray (2010), Protasov & Tcheverda
(2012), Protasov (2015), Gao et al. (2017).

We start the derivation of the integral superposition formula from
the superposition formula of Červený et al. (2007) in ray-centred
coordinates. The formula was derived originally by Klimeš (1984)
for a wavefield originating at an initial surface. We exploit the fact
that the integral superposition of Červený et al. (2007) can be used
not only for laterally varying, layered isotropic, but also anisotropic
media.

Basic procedure in the computation of the elementary Green
function as an integral superposition of Gaussian beams is the dy-
namic ray tracing (DRT), see again Červený et al. (2007). We call
solutions of the DRT, which have a matrix form, paraxial matri-
ces. In the following, we use the term paraxial to denote quantities
obtained or related to the DRT. Useful property of paraxial solu-
tions is that traveltime fields or wavefields constructed from them
are independent of the used coordinate system. The DRT system,
and, consequently, the expressions for the integral superposition of
Gaussian beams, can be expressed in various coordinate systems,
most often in ray-centred or Cartesian coordinate systems. The ad-
vantage of the use of the DRT in the ray-centred coordinates is the
physical clarity of the concept and the low number of the DRT equa-
tions because the solution is sought in the form of 2 × 2 paraxial
matrices. The disadvantage of such an approach is its relative com-
plexity. The quantities in the ray-centred coordinates are computed
in the coordinate system, which varies along the ray. In this respect,
the straightforward use of the DRT in Cartesian coordinates is ad-
vantageous because the coordinate system, in which computations
are performed, is fixed. Also, the structure of the right-hand sides
of DRT equations in Cartesian coordinates is considerably simpler
than in the ray-centred coordinates. As in ray-centred coordinates,
the DRT in Cartesian coordinates is obtained by the differentia-
tion of ray tracing equations with respect to ray parameters, see,
for example, Červený (1972), Ralston (1983), Gajewski & Pšenčı́k
(1990), Virieux & Farra (1991), Leung et al. (2007). This leads to
a larger number of equations, from which the DRT consists. The
solution of the DRT system in Cartesian coordinates can be formu-
lated for different types of Hamiltonians. For example, Virieux &
Farra (1991) or Leung et al. (2007), who deal with isotropic media,
use Hamiltonian proposed by Burridge (1976), which is inhomo-
geneous in components pi of the slowness vector p, and has many
advantages. Since it is, however, difficult to use a similar Hamil-
tonian in anisotropic media, we use a homogeneous Hamiltonian.
The solution of the DRT in such a case has the form of 3 × 3
paraxial matrices. In this paper, we show that for the evaluation of
the superposition formula for the elementary Green function, it is
sufficient to seek the solution of the DRT in Cartesian coordinates
in the form of only 3 × 2 paraxial matrices. We call such a DRT sys-
tem the reduced DRT system. When identical initial conditions are
used, the reduced DRT system yields the same results as the DRT
system in ray-centred coordinates. Let us note that the reduced
DRT system (Pšenčı́k & Teles, 1996) is currently used in the AN-
RAY program package (Gajewski & Pšenčı́k, 1990). The package
ANRAY is freely available on the web pages of the SW3D Consor-
tium Seismic Waves in Complex 3-D Structures (http://sw3d.cz).

The transformation of the superposition formula of Červený
et al. (2007), which requires results of the DRT in ray-centred
coordinates, into the formula requiring results of the reduced
DRT in Cartesian coordinates represents an important contribu-
tion of this paper. We present superposition formula for the el-
ementary Green function calculated along a ray of an elementary
wave (direct, reflected/transmitted, converted, multiply reflected and
converted, etc.) generated by a unit-force point source. The su-
perposition formula thus represents an approximate expression for
a high-frequency, elementary Green function. Elementary Green
functions, which are related to elementary waves of the ray method,
are useful in various applications in seismology and seismic explo-
ration. The sum of elementary Green functions corresponding to
various elementary waves then yields the high-frequency elastody-
namic Green function. The elementary Green-function wavefield is
considered intentionally. It can be used as a basis for the construc-
tion of any type of point sources (explosive, moment-tensor), and,
using the representation theorem (Aki & Richards 1980), even for
finite surface or finite volume sources.

In the main text, we explain the basic concepts, on which the
computation of elementary Green function expressed as an integral
superposition of Gaussian beams, is built. Auxiliary procedures like
ray tracing and DRT are shifted to Appendices.

In Section 2, we present and discuss quantities, which can be ob-
tained by solving two forms of DRT for inhomogeneous anisotropic
layered media, one in ray-centred, and the other in Cartesian co-
ordinates. We also describe there the computation of ray-theory
elementary Green function amplitudes. Section 3 is devoted to the
replacement of the quantities used in the formula for the integral
superposition of Gaussian beams in inhomogeneous anisotropic
media and obtained from the DRT in ray-centred coordinates by
quantities obtained from the reduced DRT in Cartesian coordinates.
In Section 4, some important concluding remarks are presented.
Appendices A and B contain all the necessary equations for the ray
tracing and DRT in inhomogeneous anisotropic media in Cartesian
coordinates, respectively. The initial conditions at a point source for
the ray tracing and DRT are included.

A specific role in this study is played by the following three
points. One is the initial point S, at which the unit-force point
source is situated, and from which ray tracing and DRT calcula-
tions start. Another point is the receiver R, at which the wavefield is
evaluated by the summation of the contributions of nearby Gaussian
beams. The contributions are extrapolated from the reference points
P situated on rays �, along which Gaussian beam contributions are
calculated. The points P should be chosen so that the receiver R
is situated in their close, paraxial, vicinity. In this contribution, we
choose points P as points of intersection of rays � with a smooth
surface called a target surface. Target surface is a smooth surface,
on which rays � terminate. The target surface may, but need not,
represent a structural surface (interface, free surface). For the eval-
uation of the integral superposition, it is convenient if arriving rays
are close to perpendicular to the target surface. In principle, one
can choose a different target surface for each computed elementary
Green function at each receiver R. On the other hand, one may use
a common target surface for all considered receivers R and all com-
puted elementary Green functions. The receiver R may be situated
on the target surface or close to it. The points S and P situated on
the rays � can be specified either by their Cartesian coordinates or
by a variable parameter along the ray. Since we use the traveltime
τ as the variable parameter along the ray, we use either x S

m or τ 0

for the specification of the point S, and x P
m or τ for the points P.

http://sw3d.cz
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The receiver R is specified by its Cartesian coordinates x R
m . The ray

passing directly through the receiver R is not required.
In this paper, we do not consider situations, in which receivers R

are distributed inside a volume. For such a kind of problems it is
more convenient to use the superposition of Gaussian packets than
Gaussian beams, see, for example Klimeš (2014a).

To express the equations in the paper in a concise form, we use
alternatively the component and matrix notation for vectors and
matrices. In the component notation, the upper-case indices (I, J,
K,...) take the values 1 or 2, and the lower-case indices (i, j, k, . . . )
the values 1, 2, or 3. The Einstein summation convention is used
throughout the paper. The matrices and vectors are denoted by bold
upright symbols. The DRT is used here in two coordinate systems,
namely in ray-centred coordinates qi and in Cartesian coordinates
xi. To distinguish the matrices in ray-centred coordinates qi from the
analogous matrices in Cartesian coordinates xi, we use superscripts
(q) and (x) over them. Further, to distinguish between 2 × 2 and
3 × 3 matrices, we use the circumflex (ˆ) above symbols for 3 × 3
matrices. The vectors are considered as column matrices. Whenever
there may be reason for confusion, the dimensions of the matrices
are explicitly indicated.

2 R AY T H E O RY F O R I N H O M O G E N E O U S
A N I S O T RO P I C L AY E R E D S T RU C T U R E S

In this section, we discuss results of two formulations of the DRT
and describe the evaluation of the ray-theory complex-valued ampli-
tudes of separate elementary body waves generated by a unit-force
point source, and propagating in inhomogeneous anisotropic lay-
ered structures. We start with the presentation of expressions in
ray-centred coordinates since they represent an important available
basis for the derivations of formulae in Cartesian coordinates. We
skip detailed derivation and discussion of basic formulae of the ray
method. They can be found in Červený (2001).

In the following, we consider a ray �, specified by two ray pa-
rameters γ 1, γ 2. They may be, for example, the take-off angles of
the ray � or two components of the slowness vector of the ray �

at the point source S. Ray tracing equations and the corresponding
initial conditions can be found in Appendix A. The reduced DRT
equations in Cartesian coordinates with the corresponding initial
conditions are given in Appendix B.

2.1 Dynamic ray tracing

The ray-tracing equations can be used to compute necessary quan-
tities only on the considered ray �, not in its vicinity. This is,
however, not sufficient for the calculation of the ray-theory ampli-
tudes and/or Gaussian beams concentrated to ray �. This is because
the ray-theory amplitudes depend on geometrical spreading, which
is related to the ray field, not to a single ray. In the case of Gaussian
beams, we also need to compute complex-valued paraxial travel-
times (the complex-valued traveltimes in the vicinity of the ray �).
For the computation of the quantities related to the ray field, it is
necessary to compute system of rays around � or to supplement the
ray tracing by an additional procedure called DRT.

DRT is a basic procedure for the computation of geometrical
spreading and for the computation of the second derivatives of the
traveltime field with respect to the used coordinates, along the ray.
Geometrical spreading is a basic quantity in the computation of the
ray-theory amplitudes along the ray. Therefore, we speak of DRT
in order to distinguish it from the standard (kinematic) ray tracing,

which provides kinematic quantities. DRT consists in the solution
of a system of linear ordinary differential equations of the first order
along the ray �. The system may be solved together with ray tracing,
or along an already known ray �.

The DRT system can be expressed in various coordinate sys-
tems (Cartesian xi, ray-centred qi, etc.). The DRT system in ray-
centred coordinates designed for the computation of Gaussian
beams was described in detail in Červený & Pšenčı́k (2010). In
this paper, we briefly review the DRT system in ray-centred coordi-
nates qi, and introduce the reduced DRT in Cartesian coordinates,
in which the 3 × 2 matrices instead of 3 × 3 paraxial matrices are
considered.

2.1.1 Dynamic ray tracing in ray-centred coordinates

In the ray-centred coordinates qi, the selected ray � represents
its coordinate axis q3. The coordinate axes q1 and q2 are usu-
ally introduced as mutually perpendicular straight lines situated
in the plane tangent to the wave front, with the origin at the in-
tersection of the wave front with the ray �. The transformation
from ray-centred to Cartesian coordinates and vice versa is con-

trolled by the 3 × 3 transformation matrices Ĥ(τ ) and Ĥ(τ ) with
elements:

Him(τ ) = ∂xi/∂qm , Him(τ ) = ∂qi/∂xm . (1)

The transformation matrices have several useful properties. First

of all, Ĥ · Ĥ = Î, where Î is the 3 × 3 identity matrix. Further,
Hi3 = Ui and H3i = pi, where U is the ray-velocity vector and p
is the slowness vector, both known from ray tracing, see Appendix
A. One of the column vectors of the transformation matrix Ĥ, with
elements Hi1 or Hi2, can be determined by solving an ordinary
differential equation of the first order

d Hi K (τ )/dτ = −HmK (τ )ηm(τ )pi (τ )/[pn(τ )pn(τ )] (2)

along the ray �. Here ηi = dpi/dτ is known from kinematic ray
tracing, see eq. (A7). The other of the above two column vectors of
the matrix Ĥ can be determined from the condition of orthogonality
of the columns of the matrix Ĥ. For more details and the description

how to evaluate the transformation matrices Ĥ and Ĥ, see Červený
& Pšenčı́k (2010, section 2.3).

The DRT in ray-centred coordinates is used to determine two
2 × 2 matrices Q(q)(τ ) and P(q)(τ ), with elements

Q(q)
I J (τ ) = ∂qI /∂γJ , P (q)

I J (τ ) = ∂p(q)
I /∂γJ . (3)

The parameters γ J may be again specified as the ray parameters.
From the 2 × 2 paraxial matrices Q(q)(τ ) and P(q)(τ ), we can

obtain the important 2 × 2 matrix M(q)(τ ) of the second derivatives
of traveltime field T with respect to ray-centred coordinates q1 and
q2, whose elements have the form:

M (q)
I J (τ ) = ∂2T/∂qI ∂qJ . (4)

The 2 × 2 symmetric matrix M(q)(τ ), with three independent el-
ements M (q)

I J (τ ), can be expressed in terms of Q(q)(τ ) and P(q)(τ ).
As

M (q)
I J (τ )Q(q)

J K (τ ) = ∂2T

∂qI ∂qJ

∂qJ

∂γK
= ∂p(q)

I

∂qJ

∂qJ

∂γK
= ∂p(q)

I

∂γK
= P (q)

I K (τ ),

(5)

we obtain

M(q)(τ ) = P(q)(τ )(Q(q)(τ ))−1 . (6)
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2.1.2 Reduced DRT in Cartesian coordinates

The disadvantage of the DRT system in the ray-centred coordi-
nates with respect to the DRT in Cartesian coordinates is that the
DRT system in ray-centred coordinates is more complicated than in
Cartesian coordinates. It is because we have to rotate appropriately
the whole system at any step of the computation. The disadvantage
of the DRT system in Cartesian coordinates is a larger number of
its equations. We can, however, reduce the number of equations of
the DRT in Cartesian coordinates and compute only the first two
columns of 3 × 3 paraxial matrices Q̂(x)(τ ) and P̂(x)(τ ), namely the
elements Q(x)

i J (τ ) and P (x)
i J (τ ), see, for example, Gajewski & Pšenčı́k

(1990), Pšenčı́k & Teles (1996). These four columns are sufficient
for the computation of Gaussian beams at any point of the ray �.

The elements Q(x)
i J (τ ) and P (x)

i J (τ ) of 3 × 3 paraxial matrices
Q̂(x)(τ ) and P̂(x)(τ ) read

Q(x)
i J (τ ) = ∂xi/∂γJ , P (x)

i J (τ ) = ∂pi/∂γJ . (7)

Here, pi are again Cartesian components of the slowness vector
p and γ J are ray parameters specifying the ray �. The elements
Q(x)

i J (τ ) and P (x)
i J (τ ) are the solution of the reduced DRT system

(B1). They must satisfy the constraint relation (B4).

2.2 Ray-theory complex-valued amplitudes

Let us again consider a harmonic, elementary high-frequency seis-
mic body wave propagating in a laterally varying, anisotropic lay-
ered structure and the ray � corresponding to this wave. We con-
sider that the wavefield is generated by a unit-force point source
located at the point S, that is, we consider the elementary Green-
function wavefield. For the references, see, for example Kendall
et al. (1992), Pšenčı́k & Teles (1996), Červený (2001), Červený
et al. (2007), Klimeš (2012). At a point P, arbitrarily chosen on the
ray �, the wavefield is represented by the zero-order ray approxi-
mation of the elementary Green-function displacement tensor with
Cartesian components uij(P):

ui j (P) = Ui j (P) exp[−iω(t − T (P))]

= A(P)gi (P)g j (S) exp[−iω(t − T (P))]. (8)

The symbol Uij(P) denotes Cartesian components of the tensorial
zero-order ray-theory amplitude, A(P) is the corresponding scalar
zero-order ray-theory amplitude. The amplitude A(P) can be, in gen-
eral, complex-valued. The symbols gi(P) and gj(S) denote Cartesian
components of the real-valued polarization vectors g specified at
points P and S, respectively. T(P) is the traveltime at the point P of
the ray �. Due to the homogeneity of the considered Hamiltonian
(A4), T(P) = τ (P), where τ is the parameter along the ray � with
the meaning of traveltime. The traveltime T(P) and the polarization
vectors g(S) and g(P) are determined during the ray tracing. It re-
mains to discuss the computation of the scalar ray-theory amplitude
A(P). For this, results of the DRT are required.

The scalar ray-theory amplitude A(P) of the elementary Green
function can be expressed as:

A(P) = RC (P, S) exp[iT G(P, S)]

4π [ρ(P)ρ(S)C(P)C(S)]1/2L(P, S)
, (9)

see Červený et al. (2007, eq. 78). In eq. (9), ρ is the density, C
the phase velocity (known from ray tracing). The symbol RC (P, S)
denotes the product of all normalized energy reflection/transmission
coefficients along ray � from S to P. For its detailed description,

see Červený (2001, section 5.4.4). The function TG(P, S) in (9)
is the complete phase shift due to caustics along the ray from the
source S to the point P. It is related to the so-called KMAH index.
The possible phase shift directly at the point source in anisotropic
media is included in TG(P, S). For details and computation of the
phase shift due to caustics in anisotropic media, see Bakker (1998),
Garmany (2001) and Klimeš (2010, 2014b). The function L(P, S)
is the relative geometrical spreading defined as:

L(P, S) = | det Q(q)
L (P, S)|1/2 , (10)

where the 2 × 2 matrix Q(q)
L (P, S) is the solution Q(q)(P) of the DRT

in ray-centred coordinates with the initial conditions Q(q)(S) = 0 and
P(q)(S) = I, see Červený (2001, eq. (4.10.11)). The symbols 0 and
I denote the 2 × 2 null and identity matrices, respectively. The
subscript L of the matrix Q(q)

L (P, S) indicates the special initial
conditions used for its generation. Eq. (10) can be simply gener-
alized for the initial conditions Q(q)(S) = 0, P(q)(S) = P(q)

0 , where
P(q)

0 is an arbitrary finite and non-zero 2 × 2 matrix. Since the DRT
is linear, the DRT solution for the new initial conditions, obtained
by the multiplication of the original ones by a constant matrix, is
the original solution multiplied by this constant matrix. Thus, the
multiplication of the initial conditions used for the generation of
Q(q)

L (P, S) by P(q)
0 yields Q(q)(P) = Q(q)

L (P, S)P(q)
0 . It is then easy

to generalize eq. (10) to:

L(P, S) =
[ | det Q(q)(P)|

| det P(q)(S)|
]1/2

. (11)

The expressions for the scalar ray-theory amplitude A(P) can be
now written as:

A(P) = A(P)

[ | det P(q)(S)|
| det Q(q)(P)|

]1/2

= A(P)

L(P, S)
. (12)

Here A(P) is the spreading-free scalar ray-theory amplitude, which
is given by the relation:

A(P) = RC (P, S) exp[iT G(P, S)]

4π [ρ(S)ρ(P)C(S)C(P)]1/2
. (13)

Let us emphasize that A(P) is singular at caustic points, where
| det Q(q)(P)|1/2 = 0, and thus L(P, S) = 0. But A(P) is regular
there.

Throughout this section, we considered the point P situated in
smooth parts of a medium, not on structural interfaces or the Earth’s
surface. If the point P is situated on such a surface, it is necessary to
consider not only the incident wavefield characterized here by the
zero-order ray approximation of the elementary Green-function dis-
placement tensor uij(P) given in eq. (8), but also the wavefields gen-
erated at the corresponding surface. To take this into account, one
must replace the polarization vector g(P) by the so-called conversion
vector. For the conversion vector for the free surface, see Gajewski
& Pšenčı́k (1987). The conversion vector consists of the polarization
vector g(P) of the incident wave, supplemented by the sum of polar-
ization vectors of all generated waves, each of which is multiplied by
the appropriate displacement free-surface reflection coefficient. For
the relations between normalized energy reflection/transmission co-
efficients and displacement reflection/transmission coefficients, see
Červený (2001, section 5.4.4).
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3 T I M E - H A R M O N I C E L E M E N TA RY
G R E E N F U N C T I O N A S A N I N T E G R A L
S U P E R P O S I T I O N O F G AU S S I A N B E A M S

In Section 3.1, we introduce the formula for the time-harmonic
elementary Green function for inhomogeneous anisotropic layered
structures expressed in terms of Gaussian beam integral superposi-
tion. The formula depends on quantities whose evaluation requires
DRT in ray-centred coordinates. In Section 3.2, we show how to
calculate these DRT quantities using the reduced DRT in Cartesian
coordinates. Finally, in Section 3.3, we summarize the evaluation
of the elementary Green function as an integral superposition of
Gaussian beams with the help of the reduced DRT in Cartesian
coordinates.

3.1 Elementary Green function as an integral
superposition of Gaussian beams in ray-centred
coordinates

The expression for Gaussian beam integral superposition of ele-
mentary Green function in 3-D inhomogeneous isotropic media
was first derived by Klimeš (1984, eq. (77)). Here we use it in the
form given in eq. (169) of Červený et al. (2007). The expression,
whose important elements are specified in the ray-centred coordi-
nates, can be used not only in inhomogeneous isotropic, but also
in inhomogeneous anisotropic media. In the notation adopted in
this paper, the expression for the elementary Green function in 3-D
media expressed as an integral superposition of Gaussian beams
uB

i j (R, ω) reads:

uB
i j (R, ω) = (ω/2π )

∫∫
D

dγ1dγ2Ui j (P)| det Q(q)(P)|

×{−det[M(q)(P) − M(P)]}1/2 exp[iωθ (R, P)], (14)

where the argument of {−det[M(q)(P) − M(P)]}1/2 is chosen so that
it satisfies the relation

Re{−det[M(q)(P)−M(P)]}1/2 > 0 for Im[M(q)(P) − M(P)] �= 0.

(15)

The symbol Uij(P) denotes the Cartesian component of the tensorial
zero-order ray-theory amplitude (8). M(q)(P) is the 2 × 2 real-valued
matrix (6) of the second derivatives of traveltime with respect to
ray-centred coordinates qI. It can be obtained from the DRT in ray-
centred coordinates. The function θ (R, P) is given by the relation:

θ (R, P) = τ (P) + (
x R

k − x P
k

)
pk(P)

+ 1

2

(
x R

k − x P
k

)Mkl (P)
(
x R

l − x P
l

)
. (16)

Here P denotes a point on the ray � with coordinates x P
m , close

to the receiver R. The quantity τ (P) is the real-valued traveltime
at P, measured along � from the initial point S, and pk(P) is the
k-th Cartesian component of the real-valued slowness vector p at
the point P. The 3 × 3 complex-valued matrix M̂(P) is related to
the 2 × 2 complex-valued matrix M(P) of parameters of Gaussian
beams, which controls the shape of Gaussian beam (mainly its
width) along the ray �. The matrix M(P) satisfies the existence
conditions of Gaussian beams, that is, it is finite, symmetric and its
imaginary part is positively definite. Otherwise, it can be chosen
arbitrarily. It varies along the ray �, and can be recalculated from
one point of the ray � to another using an appropriate DRT in ray-
centred coordinates. If M satisfies the existence conditions at one

point of the ray �, then it satisfies them at any point of the ray �,
see section 4 of Červený & Pšenčı́k (2010). For more details on
the choice and optimization of the parameters of Gaussian beams
expressed in terms of matrix M(P) see Klimeš (1989).

The relation of the 3 × 3 complex-valued matrix M̂(P) to the
2 × 2 complex-valued matrix M(P) of the parameters of Gaussian
beams is given by the relation derived by Červený & Klimeš (2010):

Mi j = H̄Ji MJ K H̄K j + piη j + ηi p j − pi p jUk pk . (17)

The real-valued quantities pi, ηi and Ui are Cartesian components
of the slowness, eta and ray-velocity vectors, respectively, which
are known from ray tracing.

In eq. (14), R is again the receiver point with coordinates x R
m , P

is the reference point with coordinates x P
m , situated on the ray �,

specified by ray parameters γ 1, γ 2. The reference point P should be
chosen so that the receiver R is situated in its paraxial vicinity. In this
paper, we specify the reference point P as the point of intersection
of the ray � with the arbitrarily chosen target surface �tar. The
target surface is a smooth surface passing through the receiver R or
close to it.

For each ray specified by ray parameters γ 1, γ 2 in the integral
superposition (14), the relevant Gaussian beam is concentrated to
this ray, and vanishes at some distance from it. The region of the
integration D = D(γ1, γ2) in (14) represents the region in the ray-
parameter domain, for which the value of the integrand on the target
surface �tar is greater than a prescribed threshold.

Let us rewrite the integral (14) into the form convenient for
further transformations. We denote

| det Q(q)(P)|{− det[M(q)(P) − M(P)]}1/2

= | det Q(q)(P)|1/2[− det N (P)]1/2, (18)

where the 2 × 2 complex-valued matrix N (P) is given by the
relation

N (P) = P(q)(P) − M(P)Q(q)(P). (19)

Note that the factor | det Q(q)(P)|1/2 on the right-hand side of (18)
cancels the factor | det Q(q)(P)|1/2 appearing in the denominator of
the scalar zero-order ray-theory amplitude A(P), which enters the
tensorial zero-order ray amplitude Uij(P) in eq. (12). This removes
the singularity caused by the above factor when it vanishes. Con-
sequently the integrand of (14) is always regular, even at caustics.
This is a significant difference of the integral superposition (14) of
Gaussian beams with respect to the standard ray-theory, in which
amplitudes rise to infinity when | det Q(q)(P)|1/2 approaches zero.
The integral superposition of Gaussian beams for the elementary
Green-function wavefield in ray-centred coordinates can be rewrit-
ten into the following form:

uB
i j (R, ω) = (ω/2π )

∫∫
D

dγ1dγ2 A(P)gi (P)g j (S)| det P(q)(S)|1/2

× [− det N (P)]1/2 exp[iωθ (R, P)]. (20)

The argument of [− det N (P)]1/2 is again chosen so that it satisfies
relation (15). The symbol A(P) in (20) is given in (13). Note that
it also involves the complete phase shift due to caustics TG(P, S).
The symbol N (P) is given in (19) and θ (R, P) in (16). For P(q)(S),
see the text before eq. (11). The reference points P with Cartesian
coordinates x P

m are situated at intersections of rays, specified by the
ray parameters γ 1, γ 2, with the target surface �tar.
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3.2 Evaluation of the elementary Green function from the
results of the reduced DRT in Cartesian coordinates

In this section, we derive formulae for the elementary Green func-
tion expressed as an integral superposition of Gaussian beams
from the results of the reduced DRT in Cartesian coordinates, see
Section 2.1.2 and Appendix B. The reduced DRT provides elements
Q(x)

i N = ∂xi/∂γN and P (x)
i N = ∂pi/∂γN of paraxial matrices Q̂(x) and

P̂(x) along the ray specified by ray parameters γ 1, γ 2. The 3 × 2
matrices with elements Q(x)

i N and P (x)
i N are sufficient for our pur-

pose. The complete 3 × 3 matrices Q̂(x) and P̂(x) with elements
Q(x)

i j = ∂xi/∂γ j and P (x)
i j = ∂pi/∂γ j , respectively, are not required.

If we wish to evaluate the integral superposition (20) using the
solution of the reduced DRT in Cartesian coordinates, we need to
express the matrices Q(q), P(q) and N in terms of the solution of the
reduced DRT. In the following, we use equations derived by Klimeš
(1994). In contrast to Klimeš (1994), we use only elements Q(x)

i J and
P (x)

i J of 3 × 3 matrices Q̂(x) and P̂(x). For Q(q)
i K = ∂qi/∂γK we simply

get

Q(q)
i K = Hi j Q(x)

j K , (21)

where Hi j are elements of the transformation matrix Ĥ, given in
eq. (1). The derivation of transformation relation for P (q)

I K =
∂p(q)

I /∂γK is slightly more complicated, and yields:

P (q)
I K = Hm I P (x)

mK + FI j H j K . (22)

Here HiJ are elements of the transformation matrix Ĥ, given in
eq. (1). The elements Fmn of the 3 × 3 matrix F̂ have the form:

Fmn = pk
∂2xk

∂qm∂qn
. (23)

Klimeš (1994, eq. 36) proved that

FM N = 0, FI 3 = −Hi I ηi . (24)

Inserting (24) into (22) yields the final transformation relation be-
tween P (q)

I J obtained from the DRT in ray-centred coordinates and
P (x)

i J and Q(x)
i J obtained from the reduced DRT in Cartesian coordi-

nates:

P (q)
I K = Hm I

(
P (x)

mK − ηm p j Q(x)
j K

)
. (25)

Use of eqs (21) and (25) in eq. (19) makes possible to express NI J

in terms of quantities obtained from the reduced DRT in Cartesian
coordinates:

N I J = Hm I

(
P (x)

m J − ηm p j Q(x)
j J

)
− MI L H L j Q(x)

j J . (26)

The bar over the elements of the matrix N in eq. (26) is used to
indicate that N is expressed in terms of quantities obtained from the
reduced DRT in Cartesian coordinates. It is important to emphasize
that the 2 × 2 matrix M of parameters of Gaussian beams in eq. (26)
is considered to be specified at the same point of the ray as the other
quantities in eq. (26), see the discussion below.

3.3 Elementary Green function as a Gaussian beam
integral superposition in Cartesian coordinates

Results of the preceding section can be used in the transformation
of the integral superposition formula (20) to Cartesian coordinates.
We take into account that for the 2 × 2 matrix P(q)(S) required in
eq. (20), eq. (25) yields:

P (q)
I K (S) = Hm I (S)P (x)

mK (S) (27)

because Q(x)
i J (S) = 0 at a point source. Inserting eqs (26) and (27)

into (20), we arrive at the final expression for the Gaussian beam
integral superposition of the elementary Green function in Cartesian
coordinates:

uB
i j (R, ω) = (ω/2π )

∫∫
D

dγ1dγ2 A(P)gi (P)g j (S)

×| det[HT (S)P(x)(S)]|1/2[− det N (P)]1/2 exp[iωθ (R, P)]. (28)

The argument of [− det N (P)]1/2 is again chosen so that it satisfies
relation (15).

All the quantities in (28) can be obtained from ray tracing and
reduced DRT in Cartesian coordinates. In eq. (28), A(P) is given
in (13), gi(P) and gj(S) are Cartesian components of the real-valued
polarization vectors specified at points P and S, respectively. If the
point P is situated on a structural interface or on the Earth’s surface,
the polarization vector g(P) must be replaced by the conversion
vector as described in Section 2.2. The elements of the matrix N (P)
are given in eq. (26). The function θ (R, P) is given in eq. (16). For
the evaluation of the integral superposition (28), we also need to

know the transformation matrices Ĥ and Ĥ. They can be determined
by solving the ordinary differential eq. (2) and from the relations
described around eq. (2). The Gaussian beam integral superposition
of elementary Green function (28) is regular everywhere, including
caustics.

Let us briefly discuss the 2 × 2 matrix of Gaussian beam pa-
rameters M, which appears in N (P) in eq. (28) and also enters it
through the matrix M̂(P), see eq. (16). The matrix M is specified
at the reference points P. In principle, it could be specified at any
point of the ray �. A typical option is to specify it at the initial point
S of the ray �. For the transformation of the matrix M from the
point S to the point P, it would be necessary to seek an additional
solution of the reduced DRT in Cartesian coordinates to calculate
the propagator matrix and use it for the transformation of M(S) to
M(P). It is, therefore, preferable to specify the matrix of Gaussian
beam parameters at the point P.

For the evaluation of the time-domain version of elementary
Green function from the frequency domain formula (28) at the
point R , it is necessary to compute the expression under the
integral for a series of frequencies ωk, k = 1, 2, . . . , with
�ω = ωk + 1 − ωk = const. In this case, it is recommended
to use the fast frequency algorithm, see Červený (2001, section
6.1.7), in which exp[iωkθ (R, P)] = exp[iω1θ (R, P)]Ak−1, where
A = [i�ωθ (R, P)].

4 C O N C LU D I N G R E M A R K S

Here we present several additional remarks and comments to the
presented equations for the Gaussian beam integral superposition
of an elementary Green function in inhomogeneous anisotropic
layered structures in Cartesian coordinates.

Integral superposition proposed in this paper has the following
advantages:

(1) All computations, including DRT, are performed in Cartesian
coordinates. Similarly, the positions of the initial point S of the ray
(a point source), of the receiver point R and of the points P of
the intersection of rays with the target surface �tar are specified in
Cartesian coordinates.

(2) It is sufficient to use only the reduced version of the DRT
in Cartesian coordinates described in Section 2.1.2, and compute
only elements Q(x)

i J (τ ) and P (x)
i J (τ ) of the 3 × 3 matrices Q̂(x)(τ ) and
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P̂(x)(τ ). Consequently, it is sufficient to solve only 12 DRT equations
instead of 18 DRT equations.

(3) There is no need for the two point ray tracing. Only an or-
thonomic system of rays starting from the point source S, which
intersect the target surface �tar, should be computed.

(4) Eq. (28) is applicable to models with structural interfaces,
with which the wavefield interacts on the way from the point source
to the target surface �tar. It is only necessary to take into account the
transformation relations for ray tracing and DRT at interfaces and
consider the complete energy reflection/transmission coefficients
when evaluating amplitudes.

(5) Eq. (28) is applicable to the computation of elementary Green
function related to any direct, reflected/transmitted, multiply re-
flected, converted elementary wave propagating in an inhomoge-
neous anisotropic or isotropic medium.

(6) The target surface �tar used in the computation may be cho-
sen in different ways. It may be chosen as a convenient geomet-
rical surface, but it may also be taken along the Earth’s surface
or any structural interface. It may differ for each receiver and for
each elementary Green function. It is, however, also possible to
compute the complete wave field, consisting of several elemen-
tary Green functions and recorded at several receivers, using the
same target surface �tar. For the receivers distributed in a vol-
ume, one should preferably use integral superposition of Gaussian
packets.

(7) The receiver R, at which we wish to use eq. (28) to evaluate
the wavefield, may be situated either at an arbitrary point of the
target surface �tar or close to it. It can be situated at any point of
the medium, including ray-theory shadow regions.

(8) The elementary Green function as an integral superposition
of Gaussian beams (28) represents a basis for computing the high-
frequency wavefield generated by various types of point sources,
for example, explosive, single-force or moment-tensor point
sources.

When using the Gaussian beam integral superposition of ele-
mentary Green function, one must take into account that the quality
of the superposition in the singular regions of the ray method de-
pends on the choice of the 2 × 2 matrix M of Gaussian beam
parameters.

We concentrated on elementary Green functions related to ele-
mentary seismic body waves propagating independently (without
mutual coupling) in laterally inhomogeneous anisotropic media. In
the forthcoming paper, we plan to extend the described procedure to
laterally inhomogeneous weakly anisotropic media. In such media,
the two S waves may propagate coupled to large distances from
sources, and require a special treatment, see, for example, Pšenčı́k,
Farra & Tessmer (2012). Such a treatment removes shear-wave sin-
gularities, in addition to the removal of caustics problems described
in this paper. P waves in such media are described by significantly
simpler formulae. In parallel, we are planning a paper with numer-
ical examples of the use of the presented formulae in some specific
situations.

Let us emphasize that the formulae presented in this paper are
rather general. They simplify considerably if simpler models and
configurations are considered. One example is smooth laterally in-
homogeneous media without structural interfaces used in most of
the previous studies. In this case, the reflection/transmission coef-
ficients in eq. (28) vanish, and with them also vanish their possible
singularities. There are many other specific situations, in which the
use of the integral superposition of Gaussian beams will prove to
be useful.
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A P P E N D I X A : R AY T R A C I N G I N
I N H O M O G E N E O U S A N I S O T RO P I C
M E D I A

Let us introduce the 3 × 3 generalized Christoffel matrix �̂(xm, pn)
with Cartesian components ik, given by the relation:

ik = ai jkl p j pl = ρ−1ci jkl p j pl . (A1)

Here cijkl = cijkl(xn) are real-valued elastic moduli (components of
the fourth-order stiffness tensor), ρ(xm) is the density. The symbol
aijkl denotes the density-normalized elastic moduli, aijkl = cijkl/ρ.
The quantities pi = ∂T/∂xi are the components of the slowness vec-
tor, where T(xn) is the traveltime. The generalized Christoffel matrix
is symmetric and positive definite. It has three positive eigenvalues
G(xi, pj), which are in this paper considered to be mutually differ-
ent, and three corresponding eigenvectors g(xi, pj). They correspond
to the three elementary waves, P, S1 and S2, propagating in inho-
mogeneous anisotropic media. The eigenvalues G(xi, pj) and the
eigenvectors g(xi, pj) are the solutions of the Christoffel equation

(ik − Gδik)gk = 0 (A2)

and of its characteristic equation (condition of solvability of (A2)):

det(ik − Gδik) = 0. (A3)

The eigenvalues G(xi, pj) of the generalized Christoffel matrix
�̂ represent basic elements in the eikonal equations G(xi, pj) = 1
controlling kinematics of each of the three elementary P, S1 or S2
waves. In the Hamiltonian form, the eikonal equation reads:

H(xi , p j ) = 1

2
G(xi , p j ) = 1

2
. (A4)

The eikonal eq. (A4) is a nonlinear partial differential equation
of the first order for the traveltime T = T(xi). It can be solved
in terms of characteristics. The equations of characteristics, ray-
tracing equations, have the form:

dxi

du
= ∂H

∂pi
,

dpi

du
= −∂H

∂xi
,

dT

du
= pi

∂H
∂pi

. (A5)

Here u is a monotonic parameter along the characteristics (ray). The
choice of the Hamiltonian function H(xi , p j ) in the form (A4), that
is, as a homogeneous function of the second degree in pi, and the
use of the Euler’s theorem lead to

pi
∂H
∂pi

= 2H = 1. (A6)

As a consequence of (A6), the third equation in (A5) yields
dT/du = 1, that is, the parameter u along the ray is traveltime.
We denote this parameter τ . We emphasize that τ represents the
traveltime T only along the ray �, not in its vicinity.

A1 Ray tracing system

As shown above, it is not necessary to calculate T along the ray by
solving the last equation in (A5). The traveltime T = τ is automati-
cally obtained by solving the ray-tracing system, which consists of
six nonlinear ordinary differential equations of the first order:

dxi

dτ
= ∂H

∂pi
,

dpi

dτ
= −∂H

∂xi
. (A7)

The partial derivatives of the Hamiltonian in (A7) can be expressed
in several alternative forms. The most straightforward is

∂H
∂pi

= Ui = ai jkl pl g j gk, −∂H
∂xi

= ηi = −1

2

∂a jkln

∂xi
pk pn g j gl .

(A8)

http://sw3d.cz
http://sw3d.cz
http: sw3d.cz
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The symbols Ui and ηi denote Cartesian components of the ray-
velocity vector U and the vector η, the derivative of the slowness
vector p with respect to the traveltime τ .

A2 Point-source initial conditions for rays

To solve the ray-tracing system (A7), the initial values x(τ 0), p(τ 0)
for the initial traveltimeτ = τ 0 must be specified. We denote the
initial point with coordinates x(τ 0) by S, that is, x(S) = x(τ 0). It
remains to specify p(S). It is common to specify p(S) by the ray
parameters γ 1, γ 2, that is, by parameters determining one specific
ray. At the point S, the ray parameters γ 1, γ 2 are usually taken as
the take-off angles ϕ0, δ0. The initial conditions for pi(S) then read:

pi (S) = C−1(S; N(S))Ni (S) . (A9)

Here N(S) is a unit vector at the point S specified by take-off angles
ϕ0 and δ0 in the following way:

N(S) ≡ (cos ϕ0 cos δ0, sin ϕ0 cos δ0, sin δ0) . (A10)

The symbol C(S; N(S)) denotes the phase velocity corresponding
to the direction N(S),

C(S; N(S)) = [G(xi (S), N j (S))]1/2 , (A11)

where G(xi, Nj) is one of the three eigenvalues of the generalized
Christoffel matrix �̂(xi , p j ) defined in (A1), with pj replaced by
Nj. Eq. (A11) follows from the fact that G(xi, pj) is a homoge-
neous function of the second degree in pj, and G(xi, pj) = 1, see
eq. (A4). Therefore, G(xi , p j ) = C−2(xi , N j )G(xi , N j ) = 1, which
yields (A11). It is important to emphasize that the take-off angles ϕ0,
δ0 do not specify the initial direction of the ray, but the direction of
the slowness vector p(S) corresponding to the initial direction of the
ray. The initial direction of the ray is given by the ray-velocity vec-
tor U (S). The ray-velocity vector U (S) may be simply calculated
from p(S) using the first set of equations in (A8). Determination
of p(S) from U (S) is, however, a more complicated task, for which
no exact explicit formulae exist. Usually, p(S) is determined from
U (S) by a procedure used in the two-point ray tracing.

For the extension of the above ray-tracing equations to layered
anisotropic media, see, for example, Gajewski & Pšenčı́k (1987) or
Červený (2001, section 2.3.3).

A P P E N D I X B : DY NA M I C R AY T R A C I N G
I N I N H O M O G E N E O U S A N I S O T RO P I C
M E D I A

DRT consists in the solution of a system of linear ordinary differen-
tial equations of the first order along the ray �. The DRT system in
Cartesian coordinates was studied by several authors. For a detailed
derivations and for references see Červený (2001; chap. 4).

B1 Reduced DRT system in Cartesian coordinates xi

The reduced DRT in Cartesian coordinates consists of 12
linear ordinary differential equations for Q(x)

i K = ∂xi/∂γK and

P (x)
i K = ∂pi/∂γK , where γ K are ray parameters. The DRT system

reads:

dQ(x)
i K /dτ = A(x)

i j Q(x)
j K + B(x)

i j P (x)
j K ,

dP (x)
i K /dτ = −C (x)

i j Q(x)
j K − D(x)

i j P (x)
j K , (B1)

where

A(x)
i j = ∂2H/∂pi∂x j , B(x)

i j = ∂2H/∂pi∂p j ,

C (x)
i j = ∂2H/∂xi∂x j , D(x)

i j = ∂2H/∂xi∂p j , (B2)

and where the HamiltonianH(xi , p j ) is given by (A4). The elements
of 3 × 3 matrices A(x)

i j , B(x)
i j , C (x)

i j and D(x)
i j satisfy three symmetry

relations:

B(x)
i j = B(x)

j i , C (x)
i j = C (x)

j i , D(x)
i j = A(x)

j i . (B3)

The elements Q(x)
i K and P (x)

i K of 3 × 3 matrices Q̂(x) and P̂(x) in (B1)
are required to satisfy the following constraint relation:

Ui P (x)
i K − ηi Q(x)

i K = 0 (B4)

along the ray �. The symbols Ui and ηi denote components of the
ray-velocity vector U and eta vector η, respectively.

B2 Point-source initial conditions for the DRT

Let us consider the ray parameters γ 1 and γ 2 to be the take-off angles
γ 1 = ϕ0 and γ 2 = δ0, for which the unit vector N(S), specifying the
direction of the slowness vector at the point S, has the form (A10).

The initial conditions for Q(x)
i J are straightforward:

Q(x)
i J (S) = 0 . (B5)

For the determination of the initial conditions for P (x)
i J , we have

to differentiate the slowness vector at the point S with respect to γ 1

and γ 2. We get

P (x)
i J (S) = [Zi J (S) − pi (S)Uk(S)Zk J (S)]/C(S; N(S)), (B6)

where ZiJ(S) = ∂Ni(S)/∂γ J. For ZiJ we get:

Z11(S) = − sin ϕ0 cos δ0, Z21(S) = cos ϕ0 cos δ0,

Z31(S) = 0,

Z12(S) = − cos ϕ0 sin δ0, Z22(S) = − sin ϕ0 sin δ0,

Z32(S) = cos δ0. (B7)

See Pšenčı́k & Teles (1996, eq. A4) for the derivation and more
details.

With the initial conditions (B5) and (B6), the elements Q(x)
i K

and P (x)
i K of 3 × 3 paraxial matrices Q̂(x) and P̂(x) along the

ray � have the meaning of partial derivatives of spatial coor-
dinates and of components of the slowness vectors with respect
to γ K.

For the extension of the reduced DRT to layered anisotropic
media, see, for example, Farra & LeBégat (1995) or Pšenčı́k &
Farra (2014).


